Laboratory :
Regarding laboratory the faculties of the science lab based department and the laboratory
assistant are assigned with the job of maintaining the laboratory. Students are regularly
encouraged to use the laboratory to their complete necessity and take care of it in the
interest of their own selves and the departments. Financial allotments are made so as to
enrich the laboratory as far as practicable.
Library : Every year an orientation programme is done at the beginning of every academic
session /semester to acquaint the users on the different facilities available in the
library. Internet facilities along with limited print out are also available. The library is a
member of inflibnet so that both students and the faculty benefit out of its immense
resources.
Sports Complex : Though there are no such dedicated sports complex in the college, there
is a sports room which is properly maintained and taken care of by the teacher in charge of
sports and games of the college. The college has a good play ground which is regularly
maintained. The sports departments of the college arranges the annual athletic and sports
meet every year. The sports departments also encourages and support the students to take
part in different sports competition across the district.
Computers : Regarding the computers of the college, the IT maintenance committee takes
care. The report regarding these instruments reach the committee regularly and the
committee takes necessary steps for the repairing of the machines at regular intervals. The
college has a completely dedicated computer laboratory consisting of ten nodes. It has a
server room consisting of a server and six nodes every departments has a laptop for
departmental work and library is fully computerized.
Class rooms : Students are encouraged to maintain their class rooms properly. However,
weekly cleaning of classroom are done so as to maintain personal hygiene and cleanliness
among students. There are seven ICT enabled class rooms given in charge of shared
departments who take good care of them and use them to the best of their potential.

